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ABSTRACT

Numerous suggestions regarding classification of intangibles have been published. Some of these
have been deduced from theoretical frameworks whereas others originate from the business community.
The objective of the present investigation was to explore Swedish firms that are most experienced in
practising measurements of intangibles. What are the characteristics of intangibles that firms perceive as
important for mobilising change? How are these intangibles defined and classified?

According to the empirical material, firms that are conscious about the importance of intangibles
for their long-term sustainability and growth try to measure intangibles that enable results. These ‘enablers’
are not assets in an accounting sense but are customer and employee perceptions of individual competence,
organisational competence and relational competence. At a basic level, classifications of intangibles are
simple because they are utilised to visualise and thereby communicate how both intangibles and tangibles
interact to realise the firm’s visions. The intangibles seen as important are under continuous change.
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1. The present article

1. Carl von Linné went about collecting and classifying herbs in the 18th century, his antagonist
Anders Berch at Uppsala University did the same in regards to ploughs (Jirlow, 1948). In addition to
ploughs, Berch’s collection consisted of textiles, tools for the manufacturing of textiles, and stones, all of
which were used for educational purposes.

2. The collection of ploughs was extended even after the death of Anders Berch and, according to
Jirlow, it gives a good picture of the actual use and construction of ploughs in Sweden during the 18th

century. The first known classification is dated January 1771 in which Berch is handing over his collection
to his successor. In the inventory, four categories could be distinguished: ploughs, tree trunks, tuft ploughs
and earth ploughs. Whereas the second class refers to the construction of the plough, the third and the
fourth are characterised by the utilisation of the plough. Another type of characteristic is found when the
first two categories are divided into sub-categories, depending on geographical habitation.

3. Intangibles were not likely a part of Berch’s agenda but in France Quesnay, the former doctor to
king Louis XV, proposed that not only the quality of the earth but also intelligence and knowledge ought to
be considered as important resources for the success of the enterprise (Guillet de Monthoux, 1983).

4. This rapidly delivers us to the present “knowledge-based economy” where concepts such as
intellectual capital, competence management and human values are commonly used.

5. Measuring ‘intangibles’ for management control motives is presently the subject of intensive
interest. Evidence of this intensity stems from the manifold of proposals that have emerged throughout the
1990s, in which both researchers and practitioners have been active (e.g., Kaplan & Norton, 1992; Sveiby,
1997; Edvinsson & Malone, 1997). Despite the wide interest, “intangibles” are poorly defined and
consensus with respect to classification of intangibles is an exception rather than a rule (Johanson et al,
1999a; Canibano et al, 1999). OECD (1992) and the Eurostat (Croes, 1998), among others, have proposed
classifications of ‘intangible investments’ for reasons of national accounts and the International
Accounting Standards Committee (IASC, 1998) has made a contribution with respect to the accounting
treatment of intangible assets.

6. Numerous suggestions have been published for management control reasons. Some of these have
been deduced from such theoretical frameworks as evolutionary theory (Nelson & Winter, 1982; Clement,
1998) or knowledge-based theory (Hall, 1992; Haanes & Lowendahl, 1997). Another category is
classifications that originate from the business community (i.e., from firms) (e.g., McWilliams, 1996; Olve
et al, 1997). Independent authors do not normally write these latter proposals and the question remains as
to the degree to which the text really reveals what is considered the important intangibles for mobilising
change.

7. The objective of the present investigation is to explore firms that practise measurement routines
with respect to intangibles. Which intangibles do they actually perceive as important for mobilising
change? What are the characteristics of these intangibles? How are these intangibles defined and
classified?

8. In an ongoing study (Johanson et al, 1999b) “best practise” firms with respect to measuring and
managing intangibles are being investigated. The study focuses on how change is mobilised by measuring
intangibles. The goal, the content and the outcomes of measuring intangibles, as well as the development
of the measurement system, is investigated. The research questions are studied using qualitative
exploratory case studies (Yin, 1994). Eleven Swedish companies known for being “advanced” and
“experienced” with respect to measuring intangibles and utilising these measurements in their management
control process have been selected. The sample comprises two banks, two software companies, a
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construction firm, a telecommunication company, an office equipment company, an education consultant
firm, a public relations consultant firm, a transportation company and an engineering company. The
companies are large or medium-sized (more than 500 employees) except for the two consulting firms that
have a maximum of 100 employees. One of the software and the Office Equipment company have their
headquarters in the US, whereas the remaining firms are Swedish-based.

9. The content and the work on the measurement routine for intangibles have been investigated
through interviews and reading different kinds of internal documents. In most cases, intangibles have been
identified from what is actually measured. This procedure has been used because of the difficulty in
finding classification schemata when attempting to identify important intangibles. In contrast, there is no
problem in finding classification schemata for measurements of intangibles. The deduction is based on the
assumption that these measurement-oriented firms measure the intangibles they consider relevant.

10. Numerous definitions and classifications of intangibles have appeared in the literature (thorough
reviews are provided in Canibano et al, 1999 and Johanson et al, 1999a). By selecting a limited number of
these articles and books, the idea is to obtain a platform from which the empirical material can be analysed.
When it comes to the management control literature, the selection of literature exhibits bias towards the
Swedish literature because all the case firms are Swedish.

11. The present paper is divided such that the first two sections are concerned with literature
proposals on definitions and classifications, respectively. In the third section, the empirical material is
analysed utilising some of the literature proposals. In the final section, the results are summarised and a
theory is submitted regarding attributes of intangibles presumed by firms to be important for success.

2. How are intangibles defined? Some proposals made in the literature.

12. There is no generally accepted definition of “intangibles.” Canibano & Sanchez (1998) state that
the adjective ‘intangible’ normally accompanies different concepts such as assets, investments, and
resources. The transformation of the adjective into a noun is ample proof of the existing lack of a broadly
accepted definition. The objective of the current paper is not to discuss the myriad of definitions that have
been suggested, but to provide a glimpse of a few definitions by briefly presenting how these were
developed from accounting and from statistical and managerial perspectives.

13. Mortensen et. al. (1997) and Lev (1997) questions the idea of distinguishing between tangible
and intangible assets. In reference to the possibility to anticipate future incomes there is really no
difference between the two concepts. As Croes (1998) points out, the dividing line between the two is
unclear because of the use of a tangible storage medium (for instance, software) and because many
physical capital goods incorporate intangible elements (for instance, a manual describing a technical
device). However, from a pragmatic standpoint the distinction is recommended by both Mortensen et al
and Croes. In addition, as a response to the growing concern for intangibles, the International Accounting
Standards Committee has recommended (IASC, 1998) a list of criteria that has to be met if intangibles are
to be recognised as assets. These assets, without physical substance, should be identifiable, controllable
and distinguishable from an enterprise’s goodwill. Further, to be recognised as an asset intangibles should
fulfil two conditions: future economic benefits attributable to the asset will flow to the enterprise and it
should be possible to measure the cost of the asset reliably. Expenditures on, for example, research,
training and advertising should be recognised as expenses.

14. Whereas the interest of the IASC involves establishing criteria for the accounting of intangible
assets in the financial statements, the OECD has tried to highlight intangible investments. In 1992 the
OECD (1992 p. 114) offered the following definition: ”Intangible investments cover all long-term outlays
by firms aimed at increasing future performance other than by the purchase of fixed assets”. According to
Croes (1998), this definition has low statistical orientation because it fails to specify what constitutes an
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intangible investment and, although it does specify the goal of these investments, it is unclear as to what is
meant by ‘future performance’.

15. Mortensen et al (1997) and Vosselman (1992) address the latter problem. The former authors
propose that factors contributing significantly to the growth of firms or nations without being included in
the traditional category of fixed assets should be recognised as intangibles. On the other hand, Vosselman
holds that intangible investments are the cost of intangible products that remain in use for more than one
year. Vosselman’s definition does not clarify the term ‘intangible products’, according to Croes (1998,
p. 9), who proposes the following definition:

” Intangible investments are all new goal-oriented activities to a firm or disembodied tools used by a firm, on strategic and
tactical level, during the reference period. On the tactical level, they are aimed at a quantitative change or extension of
existing knowledge, while on the strategic level they are aimed at the acquisition of completely new knowledge.

They refer to services or output indicators of these services that can be bought from third parties or produced for their own
use, and normally embrace a certain degree of risk. They include marketing, technological, informational and organisational
activities or tools.

These activities or disembodied tools have to be separately identifiable and measurable in financial terms.

The results are reflected by expected pay-off in the near future. They are assets concerning the stock of knowledge or power
on the market or strength of the internal organisation, having a useful life of more than one year.

These investment activities are measured by their expenditures, occurring in the present.

Purchases of small, disembodied tools or minor activities, which are not capitalised, are considered expenditures on an
operational level and are included under current expenditures. Assets acquired through restructuring (such as mergers, take-
overs, break-ups, split-offs) are excluded”.

16. In the strategic management literature, numerous proposals on the definition of intangibles exist.
Intangible assets and intangible resources are concepts most commonly reported, but there is no agreement
on the definitions of either of these concepts. Haanes & Lowendahl  (1997) elaborate on the concepts and
note that some authors use the terms ‘assets’ and ‘resources’ synonymously while others propose different
definitions. Sometimes the concept of resources is seen by some as a wider concept than assets though a
directly opposing opinion is held by others. Representing the former category, Barney (1991, p101) defines
resources as “all assets, capabilities, organisational processes, firm attributes, information, knowledge etc.
controlled by a firm that enable the firm to conceive of and implement strategies that improve its efficiency
and effectiveness”. Itami (1987) divides resources into physical, human and monetary entities that he
claims are needed for business operations to take place and ‘invisible assets’, such as management skills,
technology, consumer trust and corporate culture, which are information-based.  On the other hand, Teece
et al (1990) suggest that assets can be of two forms, resources and capabilities. Resources are input factors
converted to outputs, whereas capabilities refer to a firm’s specific tangible or intangible assets created
over time through complex interactions between the firm’s resources.

17. Haanes & Lowendahl suggest that the term ‘asset’ is problematic in the sense that it is frequently
connected to ownership and control. Thus, these authors propose the use of ‘resources’ as an overall term.
In the present paper “intangible resources”, often abbreviated “intangibles”, is used as the overall term.

18. To summarise, the contents of ‘intangibles’ will not only differ from an accounting, statistical
investment and managerial point of view but will also differ when inputs, processes or outputs are
considered. The latter division largely depends on what are regarded as the boundaries of the firm.
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3. How are intangibles classified?

19. Numerous classifications of intangibles have been suggested. What do the suggestions about
classifications propose? If only a limited number of these suggestions are compared, some important
differences between the various classifications are revealed.

3.1. Property, resources or other dichotomies  – the most common division

20. In the IASC exposure draft (1997, p. 48) examples of separate classes for the grouping of assets
are given. The examples include brand names, trademarks, publishing titles, computer software, licences,
copyrights, patents and other industrial property rights, franchises, service and operating rights and models,
prototypes, recipes, formulae. These are all assets that fulfil the accounting criteria set up by the
International Accounting Standards Committee (IASC, 1998).

21. Hendriksen & van Breda (1992) propose that intangible assets are the result of deferrals of
expenditures on services as opposed to expenditures on property. Some of these assets are known as
deferred charges while others are the traditional intangibles. To illustrate, two kinds of intangible are (a)
traditional intangibles, including brand names, copyrights, licenses, patents and (b) deferred charges,
including advertising and promotion, authors’ advances, computer software development costs,
organisation costs, training costs.

22. However, most investigators recognise other intangibles, in addition to intangible assets, that do
not fulfil accounting criteria. A common division is that intangibles are either intangible property or
intangible resources (Myers 1996:51; Brooking & Motta, 1996). The intangible property consists of assets
that are protected by law, such as patents, trademarks, trade secrets, computer software; intangible
resources, on the other hand, tend to be made up of work processes, employee knowledge and R&D
activities.

23. Hall (1992) asserts that intangible resources can be defined as either 'assets' or 'skills'. Assets
include the intellectual property rights of patents, trademarks, copyright and registered designs, as well as
contracts, trade secrets and databases. Intangible resources, which are skills or competencies, include the
expertise of employees, suppliers, distributors and the culture of the organisation, all of which enable the
organisation to cope with change, put the customer first, etc. In addition to being categorised as assets or
skills, intangible resources may be categorised as being either people dependent or people independent.

24. Coyne, in Hall (1992), identifies the sources of sustainable competitive advantage as four types
of capability differentials: 'regulatory differential', 'positional differential', 'functional differential' and
'cultural differential'. The resources that produce the four differentials are described as 'intangible
resources'. Functional and cultural differentials are based on competencies or skills and may include
advertising or zero defect production; positional and regulatory differentials are related to assets, such as
brand names or physical locations, that the business owns.

25. Finally, Mortensen et al (1997) argue that a distinction between purchased and internally
produced intangibles is necessary.

26. To summarise, a dichotomised proposal of classification is perhaps the most common in the
literature. The characteristics of these dichotomies, for example, are legal ownership or not; purchased
externally or internally produced; and people dependent or people independent.
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3.2. R&D, software, marketing and organisation – the most common categorisation when
classifying investments

27. Croes (1998) suggests that it was Kaplan (1987), at the request of OECD, who developed the first
framework for intangibles. Although Kaplan’s paper was never published, it had a major impact on
researchers by popularising the approach of using four core components of intangible investment. These
components are (1) R&D, (2) software, (3) marketing and (4) training.

28. This classification is similar to a later proposal of the OECD (1992) that included both intangible
and tangible investments.

1. Physical investment (hardware), software

2. Intangible investment in technology: R&D, patents and licenses, design and engineering, scan
and search

3. Enabling intangible investment: worker training, information structure, organisational
structure

4. Market: exploration, organisation.

29. Interestingly, a division is accomplished between enabling (class 3) and other intangibles.

30. Inspired by evolutionary theory, Croes (1998) takes a step further when suggesting a
classification of intangible investments for the purpose of national statistics. By nature, intangible
investments are defined as activities.

Table 1. Croes’ classification of intangible investments  (1998).

Bundle 1:

Technological innovation

Bundle 2:

Information technology

Bundle 3:

Marketing and sales

Bundle 4:

Organisation

• Research and
development;

• The acquisition of
intellectual property
rights (non-patented
inventions, know-
how);

• The acquisition of
industrial property
rights (patenting and
licensing);

• Other investments in
the innovation of
products or processes
of the enterprise.

• The acquisition and
processing of
information;

• The acquisition of
software.

• Advertising and other
marketing;

• The acquisition of
other intellectual
rights (copyrights);

• The acquisition of
other industrial
property rights
(trademarks, logos,
design, etc.).

• The means devoted to
dealing with changes
in the legal, fiscal,
social and economic
government policies;

• Reorganisation of the
management of an
enterprise;

• Reorganisation of the
accounting system of
an enterprise.

3.3. Recognising human, market and structure capital – most popular among practitioners

31. Vosselman (1992) proposes a threefold division of intangibles that includes knowledge (about a
product, a process, etc.), power on the markets where the firm operates (organisation of distribution,
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patents, brands, etc.), and strength of the internal organisation of the firm (procedures, structures and
communication).

32. This threefold categorisation is similar to that expressed by a group of Swedish practitioners in
1988 (Sveiby et al., 1989). They argued that the invisible balance sheet comprises human, market and
structure capital. Whoever were the first to suggest the concept “structure capital” and the “division in
three’s” is less important. What is important is that it was a good classification in the sense that it has had a
great impact on later proposals. For instance, a working group established in 1992 by the Swedish
Coalition of Service Industries, comprising even people from the Sveiby group, practised the same
categorisation when they proposed key control indicators in 1993 (The Swedish Coalition of Service
Industries, 1993 and 1995). One of the participants in the latter group was Leif Edvinsson, the director of
intellectual capital in Skandia. He continued to utilise the concepts and in 1993 proposed the following
classification.

Figure 1.  Skandia’s classification of intangibles

M a r k e t
v a l u e

F i n a n c i a l
C a p i t a l

I n t e l l e c t u a l
C a p i t a l

H u m a n
C a p i t a l

S t r u c t u r e
C a p i t a l

C u s t o m e r
C a p i t a l

O r g a n i z a t i o n a l
C a p i t a l

I n n o v a t i o n
C a p i t a l

P r o c e s s
C a p i t a l

33. Edvinsson and Malone (1997:34 pp.) define human capital as ”all individual capabilities, the
knowledge, skill and experience of the company’s employees and managers”. Structural capital is thought
to be ”the embodiment, empowerment, and supportive infrastructure of human capital” while customer
capital refers to customer relations.

34. Today, numerous firms use the threefold division although structure capital, as in the case of
Dow Chemical, is sometimes labelled organisational capital.
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Figure 2.  Dow chemical’s classification of intangibles (Petrash, 1996).

VALUE

HUMAN
CAPITAL

ORGANISATIONAL
CAPITAL

CUSTOMER
CAPITAL

Depicts knowledge flow

35. Intangible assets, or, as Petrash (1998) labels it, intellectual property, are defined as ”knowledge
articulated with legal ownership”, which consists of such things as patents, trademarks, copyrights and
trade secrets.

36. Except for addressing the issue that there are human, market and structure intangibles, the
Swedish Coalition of Service Industries did not divide these categories into subcategories. Rather they
proposed and classified measurements, considering not only human, market and structure capital, but also
status, direction and stability.

37. The latter proposal is very similar to a recent proposal by Sveiby (1997), which he designated the
intangible assets monitor.
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Table 2. Measurements of intangibles in the annual report of Celemi in 1995.

Celemi

Intangible Assets Monitor

1994 – 1995

Our Customers Our Organization Our People

(External Structure) (Internal Structure) (Competence)

Growth/Renewal Growth/Renewal Growth/Renewal

Revenue growth 44% IT investment % Value
add. (15)

11% Average Professional
experience (7),years

7.8 -25%

Image enhancing
customers (2)

40% Organization enhancing
customers (2)

44% Competence enhancing
customers (2)

43%

Product R&D % value
added

18% Total competence experts
(4,7), years

298 43%

Total investment in org
%VA

33% Average education level (3) 2.3 0%

Efficiency Efficiency Efficiency

Change Sales/
customer (12)

4% Change Proportion of
Admin staff.(1,8)

4% Value Added per Expert
(4,15), TSEK

867 -13%

Sales per admin. Staff.
growth (11)

-20% Value Added per employee
(15), TSEK

665 -13%

Stability Stability Stability

Repeat orders (9) 66% Admin. staff turnover
(1,14)

0% Expert turnover (4,14) 10%

5 largest customers %
(5)

41% Admin staff seniority,
years (1,13)

3 Expert seniority (4,13),
years

2.3 79%

Rookie ratio (10) 64% Median age all employees,
years

34.0 -12%

38. This proposal, however, is a further development of the Swedish Coalition of Service Industries
in that it clearly addresses competence as important intangibles (e.g., competence enhancing customers).
Additionally, Sveiby is more distinct in the way he distinguishes between individuals and structures.

39. The views presented here indicate a clear interest in considering not only static states and input
factors (as in the case of e.g., the IASC) but processes as well (as in the case of Croes and Eurostat).
However, measurements--and thereby implicitly intangibles--are objectively related in that measurements
only contain information that could be obtained from accounts or statistics. To clarify, many firms also
recognise customer and employee attitudes as important intangible resources. This is highlighted in
Mouritsen et al’s recent investigation of 10 Danish and Swedish firms (Ehrvervsudviklingsrådet, 1997).
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Table 3. External reporting on intangibles in 10 Danish and Swedish organisations
(Erhvervsudviklingsrådet, 1997, p. 17).

”How it is”
Resources
Statistics

”What is done?”
Qualification

Internal key-ratios

”What is the output?”
Consequences
Effectiveness

Human
resources

*Age structure

*Training and education

*Training costs

*Percentage of employees
with plan for development

*Training days per employee

*Training costs per employee

*Employee attitudes

*Turnover

*HRA

*Added-value per employee

Customers *Income split on markets and
products

*Marketing costs

*Customers per employee

*Marketing costs divided
with income

*Administrative costs divided
with marketing costs

*Customer attitudes

*Repurchases

*Customers with long
relations to the company

Technology *Total IT investments

*Number of internal/external
IT customers

*Number of PCs per
employee

*Soft- and hardware costs per
employee

*IT competencies

Processes *Cots per process

*Number of employees split
up on different processes

*Investments in R&D and
structure

*Rate of turnover

*Lead time for product
development

*Acclimatisation time for
new organisational units

*Wastage in %

*Waiting time

*Quality

40. In conclusion, many practitioners propose a simple three-way classification of human, market
and structure capital. In recent literature, it has been suggested that integral components of intangibles
include not only static states and input factors but also processes and future opportunities.

3.4. Considering assets as well as activities, “facts” and perceptions – a more revealing
classification

41. Many of the articles recently published in the strategic management field recognise activities as
the intangible of most importance. This point is obvious in Hammerer’s proposal (1996). Based on
evolutionary theory activities, as opposed to assets, are classified.
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Table 4. Hammerer’s classification of intangible investments (1996).

Technological
Knowledge

Economic
Competence

External

Strategic Level Research

Further education
technological

Further education
administrative

Public relations

Operational Level Patents

Licenses

Software technology

Market research

Software
administration

Advertising

42. The purpose of the classification is to illustrate the distribution of intangible and tangible
investments over the product life cycle.

43. To develop an intellectual capital process model inductively, Roos & Roos (1997) interviewed
executives in five small Northern European countries. Based on the interviews a classification scheme of
intangible resources was developed. Even in this case many of the items are activities.

Table 5. Roos & Roos’ (1997) classification of intangibles developed from five small
Northern European firms.

Human capital Organisational capital Customer and relationship capital

Business process
capital

Business renewal and
development capital

Customer relationship

Knowledge Flow of
information

Specialisation Supplier relationship

Skill Flow of products
and services

Production processes Network partner relationship

Motivation Cash flow New concepts Investor relationship

Task Co-operation
forms

Sales and marketing

Strategic processes New co-operation
forms

44. Roos & Roos assert that the process of making meaningful categories is fundamentally a
distinction making process, i.e. to separate one thing from something else.

45. Lowendahl (1997) and Haanes & Lowendahl (1997) provide definitions on a number of
intangibles for the purpose of strategic management of professional service firms. Because no consensus
on the definition of ‘resources’ is available, Haanes & Lowendahl refer to Itami’s (1987) suggestion that
resources consist of (a) physical, human and monetary resources that are needed for business operations to
take place and (b) information based resources, such as management skills, technology, consumer
information, brand name, reputation and corporate culture. After further elaboration on the concepts of
intangible resources, intangible assets, capabilities and competencies, Haanes & Lowendahl and
Lowendahl categorise intangible resources into competence and relational resources.  The latter refers to
reputation, client loyalty, etc., which are conceived of as fundamental to the performance of the firm.
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Competence is defined as the ability to perform a given task and exists at both the individual and
organisational level. On the individual level, it includes knowledge, skills and aptitudes; on the
organisational level, it includes client specific databases, technology, routines, methods, procedures and
organisational culture.

Figure 3. Haanes & Lowendahl’s (1997 p 208) classification of intangible resources.

RESOURCES

TANGIBLE INTANGIBLE

COMPETENCE

•Information based

•Skills

          Capabilities

•Aptitudes

RELATIONAL

•Reputation

•Loyalty

•Relations

46. Lowendahl (1997) takes the division a step further, since he divides competence and relational
resources into the subgroups individual and collective, depending on whether the employee or the
organisation is the focus of attention.

47. To conclude, in the strategic management literature, the focus is on activities rather than on
assets and not only are “facts” from accounts or statistics heeded but even customer and employee
perceptions are considered.

4. Proposals made by 11 Swedish firms.

48. In the present section, data from the empirical investigation of 11 Swedish firms are used to
provide proposals with respect to characteristics of intangibles.

4.1. Firms do not define or classify intangibles but measurements of intangibles

49. Firstly, it can be stated that none of the 11 Swedish firms defines or classifies intangibles. Rather,
they define and classify measurements of intangibles. That is, intangibles addressed in the present section
have been deduced from how companies measure them. Further, the firms hold that the goal of measuring
is to obtain change and, consequently, only intangibles presumed to be possible to affect are measured and
indirectly classified. Only such intangibles that are measurable and that can be affected are subject to
measurement and classification. This means that most of the intangible resources are defined by how they
are measured.
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4.2. Firms prefer simple classifications

50. Most of the 11 firms use some kind of diagram in their proposal of the most important
intangibles. This diagram, which is repeatedly practised, is also a tool for showing how intangibles interact
both with one another and with tangibles. Bank (A) provides the following schematic diagram.

Figure 4. The interaction between different intangibles as presented by Bank (A).

MC

HC
Profitab
ility

 Customer utility

 Businessman-ship

 Collective competence

 Learning

 Development of work routines

 Access
{

L
E
A
D
E
R
S
H
I
P

Ä

EMPLOYEES

51. Basic intangibles that the firms consider most important can normally be identified from these
diagrams. These are;

Table 6. Basic classifications proposed by the firms.

Bank (A) Market capital Human capital

Telecommunication Market capital Human capital

Construction
company

Customers Employees

Software company Customers Employees Internal processes Partners

Education
consultants

Customers People Organisation

Bank (B) Customers Employees Processes Development

Transportation
company

Customers Employees Processes Development

PR consultants Customers Employees Structures Development

Office equipment Customer and
market

Human resource
management

Business process
management

Information
utilisation and
quality tools

52. All 11 firms suggest simple classifications in which employees and customers are considered
critical success factors. Some firms retain this basic dichotomy, whereas others also address internal
processes and developmental issues more related to the original balanced score card classification proposed
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by Kaplan & Norton (1992) than the proposals of, for example, Sveiby (1997) and Edvinsson & Malone
(1997). However, what lies underneath the general surface?

4.3. “Structures and brands constitute the value of the firm”

53. From the firms’ point of view, what are the most important intangibles? To start with, the
president of one of the minor consultant companies notes that ”If there is just individual human capital
there is no real enterprise in an ongoing company. Structures and brands constitute the value of the firm.
People could be exchanged.” Computer systems, time schedules, communication models, knowledge about
typical questions and answers are all examples of structure capital.

54. Consequently, the president of the consultant company proposes that the most important
intangibles are;

Table 7. The most important intangibles in a PR Consultant company.

Which Intangible? What does it consist of and why is it important?

1. Work models for
performing specific
projects

Normally computerised. Incoming projects, e.g., models concerning
financial relation projects are put into existing models.  In this way,
individual human capital is transformed into structure capital and less
competent people can be used. A single task can be performed faster and
customer security increases.

2. Bank of experience Every project should be subject to documentation in a database, e.g., there
are 2,000-3,000 good answers to nasty questions to be used in a clients’
crisis. Again, individual human capital is transformed into structure
capital.  Less qualified personnel can be used more efficiently by learning
from experience.

3. Knowledge in new
areas, ‘product
development’.

E.g., a forthcoming privatisation of parts of the public sector was foreseen
in the 1980s. Other examples are knowledge about nuclear energy, EU
and Euro.

4. Networks consisting of
present and old
customers and other
important persons.

Networks are created and maintained, e.g., by taking part in social events,
arranging courses and disclosing an annual report.

5. Training-programs Increases the possibility to raise the chargeable hourly price. An extensive
program for education and training is set up, e.g., language training.

6. Flexible work-force Recruitment, creation of teams and change of workplace once a year are
important activities to obtain a flexible work force.

7. Company image Delivering a professional work to the customer is the most image-
enhancing activity.

55. These intangibles constitute the core competencies of the firm. They all refer to what the firm’s
president calls structure capital and are closely related to how Edvinsson & Malone (1997) define the
concept. Six of the items could be labelled ‘assets’ in the sense that they refer to a stable state as opposed
to an activity. The seventh, training programs, is an activity targeted for the individual.
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56. However, evolutionary (Nelson & Winter, 1982; Clement et al, 1998) and knowledge-based
theorists (Hall, 1992) put greater emphasis on activities as opposed to ‘assets’. The resources that produce
the four differentials are described as intangible resources according to Hall. This makes sense even in the
present case. Actually the ‘assets’ are not measured but rather their corresponding activities. Hence, which
activities are likely to enhance the value of the assets?

Table 8. Intangible assets and corresponding activities in the PR Consultant company.

Assets Activities

Human capital Individual’s knowledge Training programs

Structure capital Knowledge of new products Knowledge development of new products

Models for performing specific projects Software development

Bank of experience Software development

Flexible work force Recruitment

Flexible work force Creation of teams

Flexible work force Change of work place once a year

Market capital Networks Participation in social activities

Networks Providing courses to customers

Image Delivering professional work to the
customer

57. Though the ‘assets’ above are not reported in the company’s balance sheet, their corresponding
activities (at least the first four ones) are reported. This is to say that these activities could be characterised
as assets even in an accounting sense.

58. The valuation in the balance sheet is based on historical costs, taking even time spent on the
activity into account. The firm’s president maintains that, for the long-term success of the firm, he has to
provide incentives with the message that time spent by the consultants on, for example, extending the
computerised bank of experience is as important as charging time to customers. The balance sheet
treatment is therefore a symbolic action to illustrate that he means what he says. However, in the other
firms in the study the balance sheet is not an important instrument used to highlight intangibles.

4.4. The vast majority of critical intangibles are resources other than assets in the accounting
sense.

As can be recognised in the next illustration (which shows the market capital in the Telecommunication
company), assets in the accounting sense are only a small minority of the intangibles. The vast majority of
intangibles involve other resources. Further, the classes contain a mixture of individual and organisational
human capital (human, structure and market capital) and competence and relational issues.
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Table 9. Market intangibles in the Telecommunication company.

1. The company’s image 1.  Trust

(attraction) 2 Reliable advertising

3 Service

4 Attitudes

5 Communication

6 Supports business development
by IT proposals

7 Competence employees

8 Price

9 Environment

10 Internationalisation

2. Products, goods and services 1 Quality

(relation carriers) 2 Functionality

3 Support

4 Worth its price

3. Meeting of individuals and 1 Sales activity 1 Availability

systems (interaction) 2 Information ?

3 Competence

4 Service-minded

2 Delivery/Installation 1 Availability

2 Quality of customer service

3 Quality of technician’s work

4 Co-ordination?

5 Time consumed

3 Problem solving 1 Availability

2 Quality of customer service

3 Quality of technician’s work

4 Co-ordination?

5 Time consumed

4 Customer care 1 Availability

2 Information?

3 Competence

4 Service-minded

5 Relations development?

4 Loyalty (the out come of 1-3) 1 Repeatedly choosing the
Telecommunication company

2 Recommending the
Telecommunication company to
others

3 Quality in relations to
customers?
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59. Some of the intangibles cited in table 8 are activity related (classes 3 and 4) and others (classes 1
and 2) are “invisible assets” (Itami, 1987).

60. Proposal: The firm’s recognition of important intangibles contains a mixture of assets and
activities. The vast majority of critical intangibles are not assets that fulfil accounting criteria but rather
other intangible resources.

61. Intangibles relate to each other such that the first three categories are thought to affect customer
loyalty. Whereas the image creates attraction, such products as goods or services affect the relation.
Individuals in addition to organisational systems perform the meeting or interaction with the customer.
Finally, the output is customer loyalty. The latter is looked upon as a main asset for the future success of
the company.

4.5. On the surface classifications of intangibles are simple but when going beyond the surface a
pattern of greater complexity is revealed.

62. All firms, except for the two consultant firms, carry out attitude surveys among their customers
and employees. In other words, when intangibles are measured, it is normally accomplished by asking
customers and employees about their subjective impressions of certain phenomena. The implication is that
the importance of a given intangible resource is determined based on the perception of it.

63. The human and market capital questionnaires’ definitions of intangibles are normally vague. For
example, What is ‘ability to sale’ or what defines the borders of the ‘meeting with the customer’?

64. When trying to reveal critical intangibles, it is also apparent from the measurements that
numerous items are measured. Bank A claims that they measure all intangibles presumed important for
success. For human capital there are 28 such intangibles (measured by 72 questions), as indicated in Table
9, appendix 1.

65. Bank A categorises the human capital into six main groups: customer utility, businessman-ship,
collective competence, learning, development of work routines and leadership.  When looking more
closely at the items, it is apparent that most could be classified as individual human capital but that some
refer to the working group. Some items could have been classified under customer or process issues.
(Compare table 10 in appendix 1.)

66. Another proposal is conceivable. Internal processes and development activities are recognised as
important intangibles even if they are not recognised as a separate class in the basic classification schema.

67. After performing the exercise described in table 10, it is apparent that the classes deduced from
the measurement system are not exclusive. Some of the items could have been classified to a category
other than the one they were assigned. This leads to a new proposal. On the surface, a firm’s classifications
of intangibles appear simple and easily communicated but when penetrating the surface a complex pattern
is revealed. This is because there are numerous items and the classification schemata are not easily
understood in that classes are not exclusive.
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4.6. Intangibles in the case firms make up a mixture of individual competence (knowledge and
capabilities), organisational competence (databases, technology, routines and culture) and
relational (relations, reputation and loyalty) resources.

68. In distinguishing between different kinds of intangibles and, thereby, increasing the
understanding of what they consist of, Haanes & Lowendahl (1997) categorise intangible resources into
competence and relational resources.  The latter refers to reputation, client loyalty, and the like.
Competence is defined as the ability to perform a given task and exists at both the individual and
organisational level. On the individual level, it includes knowledge, skills and aptitudes; on the
organisational level, it involves client-specific databases, technology, routines, methods, procedures and
organisational culture.

69. In their 1997 annual report the Education Consultant company provides a classification of
measurements of intangibles (similar to the proposal by Sveiby, 1997). Practising the proposal by Haanes
& Lowendahl, the company’s classification can be rearranged in the following way.

Table 10. Reclassification of intangibles in accordance with the proposal of Haanes &
Lowendahl in the Education Consultant company.

Asset Competencies (capabilities) Relational

(perceptions)

Customers

(external structure)

-Competence-enhancing customers

-Organisation-enhancing customers

-Image-enhancing customers

-Customer loyalty

Organisation

(internal structure)

-Innovative climate

-Administrative staff

People

(competence)

-Professional competence

-Formal education

-Age

70. Using the classification scheme proposed by Haanes & Lowendahl makes sense and provides an
opportunity to simplify classification schemes in order to communicate the intangibles considered
important by firms. The reclassification reveals that the present company views competencies and relations
as important intangibles. This is also the case, for example, with the Telecommunication company, which
separates relational resources into image (reputation as proposed by Haanes & Lowendahl), products and
meeting (relations) and loyalty (loyalty).

71. Proposal: For the firms of the present study, intangibles consist of a mixture of individual
competence (knowledge and capabilities), organisational competence (databases, technology, routines and
culture) and relational (relations, reputation and loyalty) resources.

72. However, in the case of the Education Consultant company, the focus is largely on “invisible
assets”. From the management control study (Johanson et al, 1999b) it seems that the present measurement
system is not practised in the management control process in the Education Consultant company. It is
appealing to advance the idea that that the management control process with respect to intangibles is
rather focused on activities as opposed to static conditions.
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4.7. Firms measure intangibles that they assume they have some influence over.

73. Haanes & Lowendahl (1997) criticise resource-based theory for overly focusing on resources.
The “real challenge is to energise people in the organisation to better utilise and build on available
resources” (Ibid. p. 203). They propose that it is more appropriate to study activities instead of resources in
understanding key organisational processes. The PR Consultant, the Telecommunication company and,
particularly, the Office equipment company address this issue. The latter firm states that “Key enablers of
our business are leadership (setting, deploying and managing direction), human resource management
(supporting employee motivation and satisfaction), business process management (the Office equipment
company business process architecture is a framework for management, operational and enabling
processes), customer and market focus (satisfying customers) and information utilisation and quality tools
(access to information that improves the output of the work).” The enablers affect results and are process
or routine oriented. The results comprise employee and customer satisfaction as well as market share.
(Compare Table 12 in Appendix 1.)

74. How intangibles relate to each other is also clearly addressed in the case of the Construction
company where intangible human resources comprise the items that are found in table 13 appendix 1.
These intangibles are said to relate to each other in the following way.

Figure 5. The relation between intangibles in the Construction company.

Leadership

Competence

Organisation

Driving force Performance

75. Enabling intangibles in relation to employees include leadership, competence and organisation.
These enablers affect the driving force or the energy that employees are willing to expend on their work.
This active force is a part of the employee performance, which also comprises quality, customer sensibility
and recommending the enterprise as an employer.

76. The diagrams provided by the case firms reveal not only an order between the different
categories of intangibles but also a logic of action.

77. A new proposal is suggested. Firms go about the process of measuring intangibles that they
assume they can affect. These intangibles are related to each other. A supplementing picture  comprise a
vision of how these intangibles are supposed to affect the firm’s outcome.
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5. Conclusion

5.1 The literature

78. After reviewing a great number of books and articles on intangibles Johanson et al (1999a)
conclude that there is no consensus concerning what constitutes an ‘intangible’. Because of the pure nature
of intangibles such a consensus is never supposed to be accomplished. Definitions on intangible assets and
intangible investments for accounting and statistical purposes could reach a common acceptance, but
definitions on such intangible phenomena as cognitive (or even unconscious) structures and processes in an
organisation are not likely to attain such status. Nevertheless, there is a powerful need for clarification of
what we are talking about whenever the word ‘intangibles’ is used. At least it is desirable to separate those
intangibles that could be commonly defined from those that could not, if identification, control and
measurement are to be undertaken; even more so, if comparability is a desirable quality in what concerns
accounting, statistical and managerial purposes.

79. One way of understanding what intangibles comprise is to look at different classifications
proposed in literature or by firms. In the present paper classification proposals, suggested in the literature,
have been categorised in the following manner;

A. A dichotomised proposal of classification is perhaps the most common one in the literature.
The characteristics of these dichotomies are, for example, legal ownership or not; purchased
externally or internally produced; and people dependent or people independent.

B. When classifying intangible investments the most common categorisation appears to be;
R&D, software, marketing and organisation.

C. Many practitioners propose a simple three-way classification of human, market and structure
capital.

D. In the most recent literature, it has been suggested that integral components of intangibles
include not only static states and input factors but also processes and future opportunities.
Therefor considering assets as well as activities, “facts” and perceptions is proposed to be a
more revealing classification.

80. The fundamental purpose of the measurement system in the 11 Swedish case firms is to improve
critical success factors that function to enhance the long-term competitiveness of the firm. This might be
thought of as the universe of discourse of the classification systems (Gröjer, 1999) implicitly utilised by the
firms. Most firms in the present sample accomplish continuous measurements of these critical success
factors. Data are subject to statistical analysis and evaluation by management at different levels. Statistical
analyses are done to reveal correlation’s between different intangibles and, in particular, to show which
intangibles affect financial performance the most. This means that determination of what is considered to
be the critical success factors is enhanced. Managers are normally committed to act in accordance with the
measurement results. This further supports the learning and any alterations occurring in the classification
systems.

81. Although a majority of the firms may regard financial performance as the outcome, some
consider even intangibles (e.g. customer satisfaction & loyalty and employee motivation & satisfaction) as
outcomes. When this occurs, firms do not trouble themselves with performing statistical analysis between
enabling intangibles and financial outcomes. In such cases, a separation between intangible enablers and
intangible outcomes is also accomplished. This is a type of classification not generally found in the
literature.
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82. Even though the classification schemes cited in the literature appear to be logical, consistent,
exclusive and exhaustive, this is not true for those practised by firms. If companies attempt to increase their
knowledge about what generates long-term success, their classification categories might eventually
become exclusive. However, the question remains whether the categories could become exhaustive.
Considering even unconscious group processes (Moxness, 1995), it is probable that classification
categories will never become truly exhaustive.

83. The attributes of intangibles determined by firms as important are intimately related to what has
been proposed in knowledge-based literature (e.g., Haanes & Lowendahl, 1997 and others). Statistics or
investments based on historical “facts” seem to be of less interest than perceptions of activities that enable
future performance.

84. With reference to Latour, Mouritsen (1998) suggests that intellectual capital statements are
performative  as opposed to ostensive. Intellectual capital holds together various types of activities and
practices. In addition, it is productive and potent in communicating central ideas about how firms (should)
work. The performative definition of society suggests that “it is in principle impossible to define the list of
properties that would be typical of life in society although in practise it is possible to do so” (Latour, 1986,
p. 272). It would be intriguing to suggest that the latter appears to be adequate with respect to the above-
mentioned firms.

85. The present analysis of 11 Swedish firms leads to the following theoretical conclusion:

Firms that are conscious about the importance of intangibles for their long-term sustainability
and growth undertake to recognise and measure intangibles that enable results. These ‘enablers’
are not assets in an accounting sense but are customer and employee perceptions of individual
competence (knowledge and capabilities), organisational competence (databases, technology,
routines and culture) and relational (relations, reputation and loyalty) competence.

Some of the firms distinguish between intangible enablers and intangible outcomes. This
distinction, however, is not observed in proposals appearing in the literature.

At a basic level, classifications of intangibles are simple because they are utilised to visualise
and thereby communicate how both intangibles and tangibles interact to realise the visions of
firms. These simple classifications, however, do not contain exhaustive or exclusive classes, since
this is of no interest to firms. The intangibles viewed as important are under continuous change.

86. Do firms need a classification of intangibles for internal managerial reasons? Obviously, firms
need some basic form of classification to be able to communicate their visions. The question, however, is
whether further division is necessary. Perhaps it is, inasmuch as in the analytical process categories are
divided until enabling intangibles are found. On the other hand, the fragmentation that some firms create
could function as a barrier to a communication that is otherwise easy to understand.

87. Action and change are obtained through communication. Verbal and body language express
communication in a conscious or unconscious manner. Communication carriers are in the form of words,
numbers, pictures or movements. Too much fragmentation could be as meaningless as single words or
numbers that are not put into context. The intricate relation among words is what provides meaning. The
same is true of classification. Berch’s division of ploughs into 4 classes was probably meaningful and
useful in the education of students and the division into three human, market and structural capitals appears
to be recognised in the literature as well as among the case firms to mobilise action.

88. Nevertheless, many firms continue to divide the intangible resources in an effort to discover the
most elementary particles that drive performance and link the performance drivers to financial outcomes.
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This discussion leads to a conclusion that is contradictive with respect to the classification of intangibles
for management control purposes.

89. Findings from the case firms suggest that, though a basic classification is sufficient and is even
likely the best means of communicating meaning and mobilising change, a further division is preferable to
obtain a comprehensive understanding of intangibles that enables performance.
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APPENDIX 1

Table 11. Market intangibles in Bank A.

Category utilised by the
firm

Categories deduced from
the measurements

Intangible resources deduced from the
measurements

Customer utility The individual Knowledge/ability

Authority

Access to aids

The work group Understanding customer needs

Proposing creative solutions

Enough time to meeting the customer

Support routines

Businessman-ship The individual Knowledge/understanding

Ability to sale

The work group Ability to sale

Initiative

Profit-consciousness

Collective competence The individual Co-operation

Authorities

The work group Co-operation

Learning The individual Internal feed-back on proposals

Learning from customer

Access to information outside the bank

The work group Learning through co-operation

Potentially profitable customers

Development of work
routines

The work group Attitudes towards change

Business orientation

Work organisation

Competence

Flexibility

Support tools

Access The individual Flexibility with respect to working time

The work group Supplying customers with information with respect to
flexibility in bank contacts
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Table 12. Analysis of market intangible classes in Bank A.

HC customer utility concerns the meeting between the employee and the customer and is based on 16 items.
These items refer to; individual human capital, i.e., individual knowledge, skill or authority (11 items); the
group’s working ability (3 items); support routines that actually could be labelled structure capital (1 item);
available time for meeting the customer (1 item).

HC businessman-ship is also customer oriented. It includes 14 items of which 7 concern the individual capital,
i.e., individual knowledge or understanding and 7 refer to the work group. One of the items could have been
categorised as HC customer utility.

Collective competence is built on 6 items, with 5 being concerned with co-operation and 1 with individual
authority. The latter could have been classified as HC customer loyalty.

Learning, 8 items: 6 concern in-house learning and 2 concern learning from the relationship with the customer.
One of these items could have been classified as businessman-ship and another as collective competence. By
definition, learning items may be regarded as developmental issues.

Development of work routines, 9 items: 5 items deal with work routines and 4 reflect attitudes toward change.
One item is a businessman-ship item and another is a customer utility item.
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Table 13. Classification of intangibles in the Office Equipment company.

1. Leadership Vision and strategic direction

Managing for results

Leadership behaviour

Fact-based management

Communication

Environmental and social responsibility

2 Human resource management Resource planning and staffing

People development

Empowering work environment

Total compensation and recognition

Valuing diversity

3 Business process management Business management principles

Management processes

Operational processes

Enabling processes

4 Customer and market focus Customer first

Customer and market requirements

Market segmentation and coverage

Customer and market communications

Customer relationship management

Customer query and problem management

Customer feed-back measurement

5 Information utilisation and quality tools Benchmarking

Quality processes and tools

Information management

6 Results 1 Customer satisfaction and loyalty

2 Employee motivation and satisfaction

3 Market share
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Table 14. Classification of human resources in the Construction company.

Leadership Leadership style Informing

Open/honest/moral

Taking care

Control Clear goals

Follow up

Delegation/organisation

Competence Competence demands Demands to accomplish present
tasks

Possibilities to utilise competence

Competence development Ability to learn

The managers commitment to
employee development

Influence Employee possibilities

Co-operation/support Routines facilitating work


